
UHF Gen 2 RFID Tag ChIps 

Five Factors for Success

Tags form the bedrock of any RFID system deployment: They gate the physical implementation 

of the Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) architecture, bound the system performance, and 

are fundamental to overall data accuracy and reliability. In this light, tag performance is a major 

determinant of the total cost of ownership and the resulting ROI of any RFID system. If you are 

deploying, supplying, or otherwise working with UhF gen 2 systems you should be very concerned 

about the make of the silicon chips used in your RFID tags. here are five essential tag chip attributes 

that ultimately determine the quality and performance of your RFID implementation. 

RFID system performance hinges,  
in large part, on tag performance.
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Five Factors for success



Standards Compliance
epCGlobal CeRTIFICaTIon:  
Interoperability is essential  
One of the keys to the proliferation of UhF gen 2 products is EpCglobal certification testing, designed to ensure that 
readers and tags implement the gen 2 standard correctly. a first key aspect is conformance testing. products that 
pass this testing earn the EpCglobal certification mark—a “seal of approval”—indicating the products’ adherence to the 
standard’s requirements. a second and more important aspect is interoperability testing, a suite of tests that evaluate 
interoperability among tags and readers from multiple vendors. Impinj® speedway™ reader and Monza™ tag chips were 
the first reader and tag products to receive both certifications, and now serve as “gold standard” reference platforms 
for evaluating the interoperability of all other gen 2 products. Why does this matter? RFID hardware interoperability 
determines the ability of tags and readers manufactured by different suppliers to work interchangeably—to be, in fact, 
plug-and-play. This is critically important to end users, who simply need to know that the gen 2 readers they’ve installed 
in their warehouses, distribution centers or retail stores will read all the gen 2 tags that come through their doors—
regardless of which companies manufactured them. In short, gen 2 products—even those from other suppliers—don’t get 
certified unless they work with Impinj’s Monza and Monaco™ tag chips.

WoRlDWIDe opeRaTIon:  
Broadband sensitivity must be designed in
One of the notable attributes of UhF gen 2 is the promise of worldwide operability, meaning a tag that is readable in 
North america can also be read in Europe and asia. as it turns out, this is no small task. While each of the regional 
bands is relatively narrow (North america’s is the widest at 26 Mhz, occupying the 902 to 928 Mhz band), they’re 
distributed across a fairly broad 100 Mhz range (860 Mhz to 960 Mhz). as such, gen 2 tags bear a tremendous burden 
to be sufficiently broadband to operate in all regions of the world. Most manufacturers’ tag chips actually require 
different tag antennas to operate in different regions of the world. Monza and Monaco chips though, empowered by 
patent-pending technology, perform equally well across the entire UhF RFID spectrum—using the same tag antenna—
simultaneously lowering costs and improving the performance of your global logistics. sensitivity is important, but if it’s 
narrow-band sensitivity, it won’t do your international supply chain any good at all! If your tags are powered by Monza or 
Monaco tag chips, they’ll always work as your products move from asia to North america to Europe. 

Performance
HIGH ReCepTIvITy:  
Read reliability beyond Six Sigma
a crucial tag performance metric is receptivity. a tag with good receptivity must not only be extremely sensitive to each 
reader’s signals, it must also able to reject interference from other readers and spurious RF sources operating in the 
area. There are two primary components at work in this important parameter: sensitivity and interference rejection. 

sensitivity is a measure of a tag chip’s ability to convert the RF energy emitted by the reader into the power the tag 
needs to function. high sensitivity equates to 1) long read/write range (the more sensitive the tag the greater its range), 
and 2) the tag’s ability to turn on even when buried deep inside a pallet of RF-absorbing material (the more sensitive 
the tag, the deeper it can be buried within the pallet and still be read). But good sensitivity without equally good 
interference rejection makes for a tag that is perpetually confused—like a microphone that can hear every conversation 
in a crowded room: all it records is gibberish. 

In a typical commercial environment, tags are subjected to a barrage of RF interference from sources such as cordless 
phones, mobile radios, fluorescent lighting, electrical equipment, and other RFID readers. Tags are broadband receivers, 
so these RF sources can and will interfere with a tag’s ability to communicate with a reader. although gen 2 does not 
mandate that a tag employ circuitry to reject this interference, Impinj invested the extra time and effort to design 
interference rejection technology into all its tag chip products, understanding just how critical it would be to system 
performance. Impinj’s high sensitivity combined with patented interference rejection technology yields the industry’s 
most robust tag chip performance in harsh, real world environments. and that goes straight to the bottom line, because 
missed tags don’t make it into your business process. 
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FIelD-pRoven:  
High volume production speaks volumes
Monza—the basis of Impinj’s family of UhF gen 2 tag chips—is production proven with more than 300 million chips in 
the field, having been available for nearly two years. Newcomers to the tag chip market are not only unproven—most of 
them haven’t even achieved EpCglobal certification—their measured performance, as born out in numerous 3rd-party 
benchmarks, pilots, reports, and deployments simply cannot compare to that of Impinj’s tag chip products. 

Flexibility
aDapTabIlITy:  
One tag chip for all
Monza and Monaco are general purpose tag chips. That is, they may find themselves in use from item-to pallet-level 
tagging applications anywhere in the world. They may be used with a whole host of antenna form factors ranging from 
simple dipoles to more elaborate dual dipole designs that are readable in any orientation. They may be used with near-
field antennas or far-field antennas. Their ability to work with any antenna type—including dual antennas—combined with 
such attributes as high receptivity, broadband sensitivity, and exceptional performance means Monza and Monaco tag 
chips provide unparalleled flexibility, covering all applications from items to pallets worldwide. 

and the qualities that make Impinj tag chips so flexible are common across all our RFID tag chip offerings—qualities that 
simplify deployment, lower costs, and speed your time to market. 

oRIenTaTIon InDepenDenCe:  
Flexibility frees deployments from restrictive tag placement requirements 
Monza and Monaco tag chip sensitivity levels are enhanced by their dual antenna ports. simply stated, Impinj Monza  
and Monaco silicon includes two RF receivers on every chip rather than one. Not only does this arrangement allow the 
use of orientation-independent tag antennas (enabling the tags to be read from any direction), it also results in as much 
as 3 dB improvement in sensitivity over single-port designs.

Quality & Reliability
RobUST manUFaCTURInG:  
Tight process controls effect better inlay yields
gen 2 RFID tags must exhibit consistent quality and predictable performance in real-world applications. When you 
receive a tag it should work, period. Ever wonder why gen 2 chips produced such excellent post-converted results? 
sure, the robustness of the gen 2 protocol was part of the solution. But a second and equally important part is Impinj’s 
robust quality program. Impinj’s production testing far exceeds previous RFID industry standards. We first inspect each 
wafer, both visually and with electrical acceptance criteria. Then we test each and every chip on the wafer (tens of 
thousands of chips per wafer), then write data into each chip’s memory. Next, we bake each and every chip for days at 
a temperature of 250° C, and then retest them all. We identify the bad ones, shipping every wafer to our inlay partners 
with a corresponding “wafer map.” This map ensures that our inlay partners assemble only the good die, resulting in 
tags with post-converted yields that exceed 99%. as one inlay vendor recently told us in reference to his switch to 
Monza tag silicon, “Monza has been a godsend.” 

STReSS-TeSTeD:  
You don’t want to have to think about your tags—you just want them to work
We know that RFID tags take a lot of abuse. Only Impinj is able to give tag chips the critical advantages they need to 
survive in the real world. here’s how:

Before Impinj sells any chip we first simulate our chip design over a broad range of temperature and wafer process 
variations. Then we order silicon that includes these process variations (essentially, we purchase the worst performing 
chips we can buy), and test hundreds of them to ensure that they are, for all practical purposes, indistinguishable 
from the best performing chips. This is followed by a full battery of tests run over temperature, followed in turn by a 
qualification process that includes 1000-hour bakes (burn-in) at 250° C. We expose chips to UV light. We overstress the 
power supplies. We submit large numbers of chips to endurance cycling. Finally, if we fail to break our own design after 
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a full three months of testing, we consider our tag chip products market-ready. But our quality and reliability doesn’t 
end with the initial three-month characterization and qualification. Our continuous process improvement (CpI) program 
evaluates our silicon on an ongoing basis, looking for issues in the design or changes in the processing so that you never 
will. Our goal is to ensure that Monza and Monaco tag chips will operate flawlessly even after exposure to the harshest 
conditions. Beyond this, the special EsD protection circuits built into Monza and Monaco tag chips eliminate latent field 
failures. The chips also include redundant opportunities for contact between chip and inlay (via dual antenna and dual 
ground inputs), which means that Monza and Monaco tag chips enable the industry’s best mechanical integrity—even 
if one of the contacts fails in the field! Finally, Impinj leads the industry with nonvolatile memory (NVM) that features 
100,000 cycle write endurance and 50-year data retention. 

Robust design, extensive characterization, rigorous qualification, and CpI procedures combine to yield tight quality 
metric distributions for reliable performance in the field.

Delivery
DepenDable SUpply:  
Scalable capacity, global availability, on-time delivery
Impinj was the first to bring to market NVM technology fabricated in standard logic CMOs—the world’s most ubiquitous 
and mature chip manufacturing process. as a result, our sourcing is very straightforward, unlike other tag chip makers 
whose chip designs require complex and exotic wafer fabrication processes (notably Flash memory or schottky diodes). 
simply stated, we manufacture Monza and Monaco wafers at the world’s largest foundry using a standard CMOs flow 
that is also portable to other foundries. and because we use generic logic CMOs, you’re assured of a continuous, 
uninterrupted supply of the industry’s best performing RFID tag chips. Furthermore, we have multiple, regionally-diverse 
post-processing and wafer bump partners, enabling outstanding supply performance. 

SoURCInG by an InDUSTRy leaDeR:  
Standards-driving expertise sets the bar
Impinj played a leading role in the effort to develop the UhF gen 2 standard. Impinj actually performed much of the 
systems engineering and analysis that proved the essential technological elements of the standard as it was being 
created. Leveraging this intimate understanding of the standard, and comprehending its many nuances, Impinj was 
also the first to market with a UhF gen 2 tag chip—Monza. In fact, the introduction of Monza was the catalyst for the 
development of the industry, being the only gen 2 chip available for nearly a year. In brief, Impinj is the company  
that made UhF gen 2 real. and Impinj continues to advance its industry lead with innovative market-specific and 
application-optimized tag chip solutions that include user memory, anti-counterfeiting features, and more. 

Conclusion
Monza and Monaco, for good reason—make that five good reasons—are the tag chips of choice for virtually every  
major inlay and label converter in the world. There’s a lot of buzz in the industry about the need to achieve six 
sigma read reliability in real world RFID deployments. To that end, only Impinj has demonstrated the level of systems 
engineering expertise and manufacturing capability required to deliver the best performing, most reliable tag chips 
available anywhere. 

Impinj, Inc.    701 N. 34th street, suite 300    seattle, Wa  98103    www.impinj.com
rfid_info@impinj.com    Tel: 206.834.1040    Fax: 206.517.5262
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